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Transition between Two Ferromagnetic States Driven by Orbital Ordering in La0.88Sr0.12MnO 3
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A lightly doped manganite La0.88Sr0.12MnO3 exhibits a phase transition atTOO  145 K from a
ferromagnetic metal (TC  172 K) to a novel ferromagnetic insulator. We identify that the key
parameter in the transition is the orbital degree of freedom ineg electrons. By utilizing the resonant
x-ray scattering, orbital ordering is directly detected belowTOO, in spite of a significant diminution of
the cooperative Jahn-Teller distortion. The experimental features are well described by a theory treating
the orbital degree of freedom under strong electron correlation. The present studies uncover a crucial
role of the orbital degree of freedom in the metal-insulator transition in lightly doped manganites.
[S0031-9007(99)09213-3]
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Colossal magnetoresistance (CMR), recently discove
in perovskite manganites, occurs in the vicinity of meta
insulator (MI) transition. It was proposed many yea
ago that the double-exchange (DE) mechanism plays
essential role to realize the ferromagnetic metallic sta
in doped manganites [1,2]. However, the CMR effec
cannot be explained within this simple concept [3] an
additional ingredients, such as lattice distortion, electr
correlation, and orbital degree of freedom, are stressed

In La12xSrxMnO3 around x , 0.12, the temperature
dependence of electrical resistivity shows metallic beha
ior below TC consistent with the DE picture. As tem-
perature decreases further, however, it shows a sh
upturn below a certain temperature [4], definedTOO in
the present paper. Note that a transition from the fe
romagnetic metallic (FM) state to the ferromagnetic in
sulating (FI) state occurs atTOO. Kawano et al. [5]
revealed by neutron diffraction that La0.875Sr0.125MnO3
(TC  230 K) exhibits successive structural phase tra
sitions; high-temperature pseudocubic phase (Op: a ,
b , cy

p
2) to intermediate Jahn-Teller (JT) distorted or

thorhombic phase (O0: b . a ¿ cy
p

2) at TH  260 K
and to low-temperatureOp phase atTOO  160 K. Here,
we use orthorhombicPbnm notation. These complicated
behaviors are far beyond the simple DE scenario.

In this Letter, we report that the MI transition in
La0.88Sr0.12MnO3 is actually driven by orbital ordering
(OO), which was directly observed by the resonant x-r
scattering [6,7]. It is counterintuitive that OO appears
the FI phase where a long-range cooperative JT distort
significantly diminishes [8]. As discussed later, this O
can be realized by the superexchange (SE) process un
strong electron correlation together with ferromagnet
ordering. The transition from FM to FI can be induced b
applying a magnetic field [9–11]. Our theoretical calcu
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lation well reproduces these unconventional experimen
results.

We have grown a series of single crystals by th
floating-zone method using a lamp image furnace. Typ
cal mosaicness measured by neutron diffraction is le
than 0.3± FWHM, indicating that the samples are highl
crystalline. We have carried out neutron diffraction o
an x  0.12 single crystal using the TOPAN triple-axis
spectrometer in the JRR-3M reactor in JAERI. As show
in Fig. 1, we found successive structural phase transiti
and magnetic ordering consistent with Ref. [5], thoug
transition temperatures are different reflecting a slight d
crepancy in the hole concentration; i.e.,x  0.12 and
0.125. However, high-resolution synchrotron x-ray pow
der diffraction by Coxet al. [12] on a carefully crushed
small crystal from the same batch reveals that the int
mediate phase is monoclinic and that the low-temperatu
phase is triclinic though the distortion is extremely sma
An electron-diffraction study by Tsudaet al. [13] using
the same batch gave consistent results. Note that ty
cal x-ray peak widths are,0.01±, close to the in-
strumental resolution. This indicates that thed-spacing
distribution is negligible, which is another indication o
the high quality of our samples. Ferromagnetic orderin
below TC  172 K was observed by neutron diffraction
as shown in Fig. 1(b). With further decreasing temper
ture, the (2 0 0) peak exhibits a discontinuous increase
temperature corresponding toTOO, where the structural
phase transition shown in Fig. 1(a) occurs.

Here, we briefly mention the charge ordering propos
by Yamadaet al. [14]. We have indeed confirmed the
superlattices belowTOO by neutron and x-ray scatterings
In the x-ray study, however, the energy dependence
the superlattice peak around the MnK-edge does not
show a resonance feature [15,16] which is a characteris
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of (a) lattice parame
and integrated intensities of (b) (2 0 0) ferromagnetic Brag
reflection measured with 14.7 meV neutrons.

in Mn31yMn41 charge ordering [6]. We thus conclude
that, below TOO, there appears a long-range structur
modulation along thec axis though neither a conventiona
charge ordering nor a long-range cooperative JT distorti
as seen in theO0 phase exist.

The orbital states were observed by synchrotron x-r
diffraction measurements on four-circle spectrometers
beam lines 4C and 16A2 in the Photon Factory in KEK
We have tuned the incident energy near the MnK-edge
(6.552 keV). The (0 1 0) plane of a La0.88Sr0.12MnO3
single crystal (,2 mmf 3 2 mm) from the same batch,
which was carefully polished, was aligned within th
scattering plane. Figure 2(a) shows the incident e
ergy dependence of the (0 3 0) peak, which is structura
forbidden, at 12 K. The peak exhibits a sharp enhanc
ment at the MnK-edge, determined experimentally from
fluorescence. As discussed in La1.5Sr0.5MnO4 and also in
LaMnO3 [6], the appearance of such a forbidden peak
considered as a signature of OO of Mn31 eg electrons:
OO gives rise to anisotropy in the anomalous scatteri
factor, which is enhanced and thus visible near the M
K-edge. The antiferro(AF)-type orbital ordering is di
rectly confirmed by rotating the crystal around the scatte
ing vector kept at (0 3 0), i.e., azimuthal scan. Figure 2(
shows the azimuthal scan, clearly revealing a square of
nusoidal angle dependence of twofold symmetry. No
that the origin of the azimuthal angleC is defined where
the c axis is within the scattering plane. The peak widt
of (0 3 0) is almost temperature independent and the d
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FIG. 2. (a) Energy dependence of intensity of the orbital
ordering reflection (0 3 0) atT  12 K. The dashed curve rep-
resents fluorescence showing the resonant energy (6.552 ke
corresponding to the MnK-edge. (b) The azimuthal angle de-
pendence of (0 3 0). The solid line is the twofold squared sin
curve of angular dependence. (c) Temperature dependence
(0 3 0) peak intensity.

ference from that of (0 2 0), i.e., the experimental resolu
tion, is no more than200 Å21 HWHM, indicating a fairly
long correlation length of,500 Å.

Although OO in La0.88Sr0.12MnO3 seems similar to that
of LaMnO3, there is a marked difference. As shown in
Fig. 2(c), OO appears only belowTOO  145 K, where
the cooperative JT distortion disappears or significantl
decreases. We searched for a resonant signal up
180 K at C  0 and 30± between (0 0.5 0) and (0 3.5 0).
However, we have not found any indication so far. On
the other hand, in LaMnO3 where OO appears in the JT
distorted orthorhombic phase [6], it has been believed th
long-range arrangement of JT distorted MnO6 octahedra
facilitates sd3x22r2yd3y22r2d-type OO. This ordering is
consistent with the spin-wave dispersion [17] reported b
Hirotaet al. [18], who proposed the dimensional crossove
in lightly doped La12xSrxMnO3 [19]. The spin dynamics
4329
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of La12xSrxMnO3 drastically changes from the two-
dimenional state as seen in LaMnO3, due to the AF-type
OO of d3x22r2 yd3y22r2 , to a three-dimensional isotropic
ferromagnetic state aroundx ø 0.1. Therefore, we
anticipate that La0.88Sr0.12MnO3 should have a different
orbital state, e.g., the hybridization ofdz22x2sy22z2d and
d3x22r2s3y22r2d. Note that the intensity of the (0 3 0)
resonant peak is significantly reduced at low temperatu
compared with that just belowTOO, indicating that the AF-
type OO becomes reduced with decreasing temperatu
This reduction is not necessarily due to the instabili
of OO at low temperatures because the gradual chan
of type of OO, e.g., AF-type to ferro-type, gives rise t
the effect.

Now we theoretically reveal the microscopic mechanis
of the newly found experimental features. The spin and o
bital states are investigated by utilizing the model Ham
tonian where the spin and orbital degrees of freedom a
treated on an equal footing together with the strong ele
tron correlation [17]:H  Ht 1 HJ 1 HH 1 HAF .
The first and second terms correspond to the so-callet
andJ terms in thetJ model foreg electrons. These are

given byHt 
P

kijlgg0s t
gg0

ij d̃
y
igs d̃jg0s 1 H.c. and

HJ  22J1

X
kijl

µ
3
4

ninj 1 $Si ? $Sj

∂ µ
1
4

2 tl
i tl

j

∂
2 2J2

X
kijl

µ
1
4

ninj 2 $Si ? $Sj

∂
3

µ
3
4

1 tl
i tl

j 1 tl
i 1 tl

j

∂
, (1)

where t
l
i  coss 2p

3 mldTiz 2 sins 2p

3 mldTix , and
smx , my , mzd  s1, 2, 3d. l denotes a direction of a bond
connectingi andj sites. J1 andJ2 are the superexchange
interactions defined in Ref. [20].̃digs is the annihilation
operator of theeg electron at sitei with spin s and
orbital g with excluding double occupancy, andni is the
number operator of theeg electron. The spin and orbital
states are denoted by the spin operator$Si with S  1y2
and the pseudospin operator$Ti , respectively. The latter
describes which of the orbitals is occupied. The thi
and fourth terms in the Hamiltonian describe the Hun
coupling: HH  2JH

P
i

$Sti ? $Si and the AF magnetic
interaction betweent2g spins:HAF  JAF

P
kijl

$Sti ? $Stj ,
respectively, where$Sti is the spin operator fort2g electrons
with S  3y2. Since the cooperative JT distortion ha
been experimentally found to be weak aroundx , 0.1,
the electron-lattice coupling is neglected in the mode
As seen in the first term ofHJ , the ferromagnetic SE
interaction results from the orbital degeneracy and t
Hund coupling betweeneg electrons [21–23]: Through
the coupling between spin and orbital degrees of freedo
in HJ , the ferromagnetic ordering and AF-type OO ar
cooperatively stabilized. The mean field approximatio
is adopted in the calculation of the spin and orbital stat
4330
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at finite x and T [24]. Two kinds of the mean field
for $Si and $Ti are introduced and these are optimized b
minimizing the free energy. The ferromagnetic spin an
G-type pseudospin alignments are assumed. The detai
formulation will be presented elsewhere.

The calculated phase diagram is presented in Fig.
With doping of holes, a leading magnetic interaction
gradually turns from the SE interaction in the lowerx
to the DE one [25]. TC monotonically increases with
increasingx. On the other hand, the orbital state change
from the AF-type ordering favored byHJ to the ferro-
type ordering induced byHt due to the gain of the kinetic
energy. Thus,TOO decreases with doping of holes. In
the undoped insulator,TOO is higher thanTC because the
interaction between orbitals is larger than that betwee
spins. Consequently,TC and TOO cross with each other
at xc , 0.1 as seen in Fig. 3.

We next focus on the region wherex is slightly higher
thanxc. There are two kinds of the ferromagnetic phase
the phase betweenTC and TOO and that belowTOO.
In the high-temperature phase, the orbital is disordered.
the low-temperature phase, on the other hand, the AF-ty
OO appears and the SE interaction is enhanced through
spin-orbital coupling inHJ . Since the AF-type ordering
reduces the kinetic energy, the DE interaction is weakene
Consequently, the metallic character is degraded. W
identify the low- and high-temperature phases to be FI an
FM in La0.88Sr0.12MnO3, respectively. The present OO
driven by the electronic process is suitable to describe th
observed ordering belowTOO where the JT distortion is
diminished [26]. The type of OO (the inset of Fig. 3 [27])
is denoted assuAyuB  2uAd with uA  py2, where
uAsBd is the angle in the orbital space in theAsBd sublattice
defined byjul  coss u

2 d jd3z22r2 l 1 sins u

2 d jdx22y2l. The

FIG. 3. The spin and orbital phase diagram as a function o
carrier concentrationsxd and temperaturesTd. The straight and
broken lines are for the spin and orbital ordering temperature
The experimental data are compared with the theoretical resu
at x shown by the vertical dotted line. The inset shows the
schematic picture of the orbital structure belowTOO at x 
0.125. The parameter values are chosen to beJ1yt0  0.25,
J2yt0  0.0625, andJAFyt0  0.004.
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FIG. 4. (a) Temperature dependence of the calculated m
netization atx  0.125. The inset shows the magnetization
curve in La0.88Sr0.12MnO3 at B  0.5 T [11]. (b) Field de-
pendence of the orbital ordering temperature. The inset is o
tained from the electrical resistivity and the magnetization
La0.88Sr0.12MnO3 [11]. Parameter values are the same as tho
in Fig. 3.

characteristic curve in the azimuthal angle dependence
the resonant x-ray scattering [Fig. 2(b)] is reproduced
this type of the ordering [7].

The coupling between spin and orbital reflects o
the temperature dependence of the magnetization. I
shown in Fig. 4(a) that the magnetization is enhanc
below TOO. The calculated result is consistent with th
experimental observation in La0.88Sr0.12MnO3 [the inset of
Fig. 4(a)]. This is a strong evidence of the novel couplin
between spin and orbital degrees of freedom. As sho
in Fig. 4(b), the applied magnetic field stabilizes th
low-temperature ferromagnetic phase accompanied w
OO. This is because the ferromagnetic spin correlati
induced by the field enhances the interaction betwe
orbitals through the spin-orbital coupling inHJ . In other
words, the magnetic field controls the orbital states. T
theoreticalTOO versusH curve qualitatively reproduces
the experimental results in La0.88Sr0.12MnO3 [the inset of
Fig. 4(b)] and strongly supports that the orbital degree
freedom plays a key role in the low-temperature phase a
the transition atTOO.

To conclude, the transition from the ferromag
netic metallic to the ferromagnetic insulating phase
ag-
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in La0.88Sr0.12MnO3 is ascribed to the transition of
orbital order-disorder states. OO is observed in t
low-temperature phase where the cooperative JT-ty
distortion is significantly diminished. The stability o
the two phases is controlled by changing temperatu
and/or applying magnetic field, and the unique couplin
between spin and orbital degrees is found. The pres
investigation shows a novel role of the orbital degree
freedom as a hidden parameter in the MI transition
lightly doped CMR manganites.
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